GRAVIS is helping the local villages and migrant workers by distributing dry ration kits worth INR 330 to support a family of 6 to 7 people for a week. The family kits that GRAVIS plan to distribute will be about INR 950 per kit, so that they last for 20 days:

Wheat flour - 15 kg - INR 450  
Pulses - 2 kg - 150 -170  
Cooking oil - 1 liter - 120-130  
Spices pack (4 times) - 120-130  
Soap - 4 bars - 40

Around - 900  
Packing, transport per kit - 50

Total 950

Each kit is for a family of 6-7 and should last for 20 days. The process of purchasing and distributing takes 2 to 4 days.

We can distribute kits in Osian area villages (Jodhpur District), numbers would depend on support available. **Per chapter vote, Asha Seattle can support with INR 2,00,000 for Covid relief; which in this case will support 205 kits.**

Purchasing of items from Osian or a nearby market will not be a problem. Funds access is also doable. We have local Government permission, that is not a problem.

Updates and receipts will be provided. Pictures of kits stored at a place will be provided. Distribution pictures are not allowed by local law with physical distancing concerns.